
     AWARENESS ON DIWALI CELEBRATIONS   Dt:04.11.20 
Diwali is a festival of lights and one of the major festivals celebrated by Hindus, Jains and 
Sikhs.One of the most popular festivals of Hinduism, Diwali symbolizes the spiritual "victory of 
light over darkness, good over evil, and knowledge over ignorance".Furthermore, it is, in some 
regions, a celebration of the day Lord Rama returned to his kingdom Ayodhya with his wife Sita 
and his brother Lakshmana after defeating Ravana in Lanka and serving 14 years of exile. 
Let's celebrate the festival in the true sense by spreading joy and light up the world of others. 
May the beauty of the festival of lights fill your home with happiness and bring joy, peace, and 
prosperity in your life.  

Team PULSE wishing you and your family a Happy Diwali 

 

These dazzling fireworks lead to thousands of emergency room visits each year during Diwali. 
They may cause serious injuries, some of which are irreversible. Here are a few ways to 
celebrate Diwali in a healthy and safe manner.  

Team PULSE advise you to observe the precautions while bursting crackers and celebrate this 
Diwali with joy and Happiness. 

Do's         
Buy firecrackers from licensed shops only 
Read instructions on cracker packets 
Keep children away from firecrackers 
Wear cotton clothes and shoes 
Keep buckets of water handy for an emergency. 
Dont’s 
Don’t light crackers in hand. 
Never throw half-burnt crackers, 
Don’t wear silk and synthetic fabric outdoors 
Don’t burst crackers indoor 
Don’t put fire crackers in your pocket 
Don’t fiddle with an unburst cracker 
Don’t burst crackers near stray animals, on road or near hospitals 
Don't approach immediately to the misfired fireworks. 



 

 

Organizing Core Team: - 

ID.No Name 

170040405 Kodi Anuroop 

170040671 Pasala.Nirmala Devi 

180040349 M.Sindhu Chowdary 

170040638 Oruganti.Pavan Sai 

170040681 Pavuluri.Nagarjuna 

170040744 R.Yeswanth 

170040685 Sri Harsha Pentela 

170040676 P.Sai Kumar 

170040811 Siva Surya Kumar Guntupalli 

170040497 Maddipudi Sri Prapurna 

170040944 Vikkurty Jeevan Sai 

170040275 G.Sai Lokesh  

170040755 Ruthvika Bhimavarapu 

170040702 Porupureddi Sai Kishore 

170040072 Bandi Sai Dinesh Reddy 

170040965 Yadlapalli Bharadwaj 

170040540 M.Rohith Surya Venkata Naga Purna Sai Ram 

170040919 V.Rakesh Reddy 

170040078 Sai Vamsi Battineni 

170040453 K Ram Sandeep 

170041048 Balam Johnvictor 

170040096 Bhuvanagiri Gowri Priya 

170040318 J.Venkata Subramanyam 

170040701 Monica Popuri 

170050012 Boppana Vishnu Mohan 
 


